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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUN X- 64967 
SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER (SRB) SEPARATION 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Shuttle SRB's are separated from the Orbiter/External Tank (OET) 
after their thrust-to-weight becomes less than that of the OET with one SSME 
oat. They are  attached to the external tank (ET) at one point on the forward 
end and at  three p i n t s  on the aft end, The forward attach point is used to trans- 
fer the thrust force from the SRB to the ET and, at separation, requires the 
severing of only one bolt for the SRB to separate. The aft attach points consist 
of three struts which require the severing of three bolts (one in each strut) to 
separate. Simultaneously with the severing of the bolts, a signal to fire eight 
booster separation motors (EM'S) on each SRB is given. Four BSM's a r e  
located in the forward frustum of the SRB and four on the aft skirt (Fig. 1). 
These BShl's cause the SRB's to move r a d i a y  away from the ET so that the 
Orbiter thrust can accelerate the OET axidly away from the SRB's. 
The SRB separation is complicated by several factors. Sincz a rocket is 
coming off each side, the Orbiter cannot make a maneuver to the side to aid the 
separation. Consequently, the Orbiter simply flies in an attitude-hold mode. 
This leaves the BSM's to move the SRB's out from the ET and down from the 
Orbiter's wing while the Orbiter engines move the Orbiter forward of the SRB's. 
However, the Orbiter engines are significantly above the OET c. g. The SSME 
cant for momevt balance causes the OET to move (in the z-direction) toward the 
TRB's. The BShl must have sufficient thrust-down so that the SRB's will stay 
below (with respect to pilot orientation) the Orbiter wing until the greater  axial 
acceleration of the OET puts the SRB's behind the Orbiter. 
The OET is aerodynamically stable but the SRB's a re  unstable; conse- 
quently, the aerodynamics cause opposite moments on the bodies which causes 
them tc rotate into each other. The aerodynamics a re  complicated by the bodies 
being in close proximity and thus a seven-way interpolation (two of which a r e  
performed by a single-slope value) is required. Since the OET has a 0 . 9  g 
( g  = 32.2 ft/s2) acceleration at  nominal separation, the OET does not move 
away from the SRB quickly. Also, the SRB thrust decay i s  long which results 
in some residual thrust at separation and further lengthens the time for +lie 
SRB to separate. 
The purpose of this document is to record the simulation procedures and 
the results of an evaluation of the SRB separation system. The strengths and 
weaknesses of the system and the analysis techniques are explained to yield a 
better understanding of the separation. Also, information which may be used 
a s  an input to the design of the SRB/ET interfaces and as  an input to recovery 
studies is presented. The results shown herein were obtained in conjunction 
with the Northrop Services Corporation through the efforts of hlr. R. S. Laurens. 
The analysis of the separation system capability showed that the system 
is adequate even with a BShI out. The results of the study of the sensitivity to 
variations of the separation initial conditions showed that the separation 
clearances were sensitive to angle of side slip. Side-slip values which were 
only slightly greater than the design initial conditions caused impacts. The 
separation was quite tolerant to large values of angle of attack and roll rate. 
1 1 .  ASSUMPTIONS AND GROUND RULES 
This analysis is based on Shuttle Configuration 5 geometry and mass 
properties which were current at the time of the writing of this document. 
Since iCIission 3A causes the most severe separation initial conditions of the 
design missions, its trajectory parameters were used to initialize the separation 
simulations of this study. This mission is the launch of the Shuttle from 
Vandenberg A i r  Force Base to a 104 deg inclined orbit. 
A. Separation Sequence 
The separation sequence [ 11 is initiated when the internal pressure of 
both SRB's is sensed to be 50 psia. The pressure transducers have a tolerance 
of *15 psia. An accelerometer which senses the reduced acceleration due to 
SRB thrust decay is used as a backup cue to initiate the separation sequence if 
the primary cue fails. Separation does not occur immediately following this 
cue, but the following separation sequence is currently performed: 
1. Cue+ 0.8 s: 
a. SRB TVC is commanded to null, 
b. Orbiter control logic i s  changed to the logic used during second 
stage flight. 
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C. Attitude reference is revised to the existing attitude so that the 
attitude e r r o r s  are set to zero at that moment. This revised 
attitude reference is held throughout the remainder of the separa- 
tion event. 
2. Cue+ 2 .5  s: 
BSbl and pyrotechnics to effect physical separation are commanded 
to fire simultaneously (within specified tolerances). 
3. Cue + 6 . 5  s: 
Reset to normal attitude reference. 
Two separate computer programs a r e  used by MSFC for separation 
analysis. An ascent computer program is used to establish the initial conditions 
for separation. It simulates Shuttle flight until the SRB's are physically 
separated. The separation computer program takes over from that point and 
simulates the Shuttle and the two individual SRB flighl.3 until the SRB's have no 
chance of recontacting the OET. 
B. Booster Separation Motors  (BSM's) 
Sixteen separation motors Lire used on each Shuttle flight (eight on each 
SRB). Four motors a r e  located in the forward frustum and four are on the 
exterior of the aft skirt. The orientation of the BSM's is shown in Figure 1. 
The aft motors a r e  located unsymmetrically which causes a small roll moment. 
The BsIvI's resultant total thrust vector can k misaligned [ 11 as much as 1 deg 
on the 20 deg angle shown in Figure 1 and 2 deg on the 40 deg angle. An analysis 
of these misalignments was performed, as reported in reference 2, which showed 
that angles of 19 deg and 42 deg produced the least clearance, Consequently, 
these angles were used in the subsequent simulation in place of the 20 deg and 
40 deg angles shown in Figure 1. 
, lhe BShl minimum performance is given in Reference 1 and was med  in 
this analysis. Since the separation performance is dependent upon the perform- 
ance of four BSEI's at each location, the performance specification is given in 
terms of four motors a s  follows: 
1. The average thrust-over-the-web action time shall be greater than 
o r  equal to 74 000 lb. 
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2. Initial thnist  following the ignition transient shall be &.eater than o r  
equal to the average web action thrust. 
3. Total impulse over the web action time shall be greater than o r  equal 
to 56 000 lb-s. 
4. Total impulse over the action time shall be greater than o r  equal to 
GO 000 lb-s. 
5. Thrust rise to 90 percent of average thrust shall be within 47 to 137 
m s  of ignition command. 
6 .  Time from end-of-web-action-time (EM'AT) to thr, time that thrust 
is one-half the thrust of EM'AT shall be less than o r  equal to 0.1 s. 
7. Web action time shall be less than o r  equal to 0.8 s. 
Figure 2 shows this specification for four motors a s  we have interpreted 
it. The minimum values were used in all cases to produce conservative results. 
Instead of having a long thrust rise time, a long igrition delay was  used to 
obtain these results. 
C. Separation Clearance 
The BSbl's orientation and locations are  such that they cause the SRB's 
to move down and out relative to the pilot orientation. Also, the nose of the 
SRB rotates down relative to the pilot. However, the primary relative motion 
of the SRB is reanvard which is caused by the Orbiter's greater axial accelera- 
tion moving the OET forward. With these expected movements of the SRB 
relative to the OET, certain areas were considered to have a greater likelihood 
of recontact. 
The separation simulation program has a routine to determine the 
minimum clearance between the skin of the SRB and the exterior insulation on 
the skin of the ET. It also determines where the minimum clearance exists on 
the SRB and ET. The ET aft dome i s  modeled a s  a hemispherical dome which 
gives some conservatism to the analysis (Fig. 3 ) .  
The foiwurd attach structure (Fig. 4) has an iqitinl 1 in, clearance 
between ET attach structure and the SRB skin; consequently, this clearance i s  
trac!:ed in the computer program. Also, the SRB forward attach structure is 
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tracked with respect to skir. on the ET. The exterior insulation on the ET, 
which i s  1 in. thick, has not been taken into account so that the clearances 
should be reduced by 1 in. The electrical connection shown in Figure 4 i s  not a 
problem because the SRB moves in the z-direction which moves the bracket out 
of the way. 
The aft attach struts a re  shown in Figure 5. Since the ET extenial 
insulation i s  not shown, the clearance is 1 in. less than that shown in the figure. 
The SRB moves back and down primarily. Because of this motion, the SRB ring 
and s t rut  stubs are  behird the ET before they can approach the ET insulation; 
consequently, it is not imtjortant to check these for clearance. Also, the upper 
strut  stubs of the ET a re  not checked for clearance because the SRB moves 
down (in relation to thepilot'sorientation). However, the bottom ET strut  stub 
is checked for clearance of the SRB skin because the SRB's move down toward 
them. The strut stub i s  modeled as a spherical surface section because it has 
some freedom to pivot at  the swivel pin joint. 
In summary, the clearances that a r e  checked a re  (1) the skin-to-skin of 
the E T  and SRB, (2 )  the forward attach points to ET and SRB skins, and (3) the 
aft bottom ET strut stub to SRB skin. 
D. Aerodynamics 
During the time the BShl's a re  firing, their plumes disturb the aero- 
dynamic flow field. To accurately simulate the separation during this time, 
the aerodynamic data a re  based on wind tunnel tests with simulated BSRl plumes. 
A f t e r  the E3ShI's have decayed, the aerodynamic data a re  based on wind tunnel 
tests with the BShI plumes off. 'Therefore, two sets of data a re  used in the 
separation simulation: plume-on and plume-off aerodynamic data. The plume- 
on aerodynamics 3re based on portions of wind tunnel test JA13 which had an 
OET and one SRB, the right-hand SRB. .4s explained elsewhere in this report, 
the data have been manipulated to take into account the presence of the left SliB 
(LSRB) . Plumes simulated for this wind tunnel test were h s e d  on an e a r l y  
configuration of BShI orientation and location so that these simulations must be 
repeated for verificaticn where more up-to-date plume-on wind tunnel test data 
become available. The plume-off aerodynamics are  based on portions of wind 
tunnel tests IA13, IA57, and IA87.  
E. SRB Thrust 
The cue to separate is based on the SRB chamber pressure; i. e., physical 
separation occurs 2.5 s after the pressure in bGth the 3RB's is below 50 f 15 psi. 
The higher the SRB thrust a t  separation, the more difficult the separation is 
because the SRB does not fall bhck a s  quickly. Consequently, the separation cue 
was assumed to occur at 50 + 15 psi, and, 2.5 s later, the SRB thrust is apprcxi- 
mately 30 000 lb. Therefcre, the separation program initializes both SRB's 
thrusts at 30 000 lb and decays them nominally from that point. 
Because of the characteristics of the SHB flexible seal, the SRB nozzle 
moves toward the exterior of the pressure chamber as the pressure increases 
in  the SRB's. S i w e  the actuators arc located on the qqosite sicie from the ET, 
the nozzles will cant outward from the ET as  the pressure increases. I t  is 
planned to pre-cant the nozzles so that, during maximum dynamic: pressure 
region of flight, the nozzles are aligned with the 8RR centerline. This causes 
the nozzles to be canted in a t  separation and, at @ psi pressure in tht SRB, the 
inward cant is approximately 1 deg. Tkis imvard cant of the SRTZ's is determin- 
istic and programmed versus i ak rna l  p re s s r r e  iit the coinputer simulation. 
F. Separation I nitial Conditions (Vehicle Ststes) 
The vehiclz states which have major effecu on the ability of the separa- 
tion system to separate the FRB without recontact a r e  dynamic pressure (8) , 
angle af attack (a), angle of side s b p  ( p) , roil rate ( P) , pitch rate (Q) , yaw 
rate ( R )  , and the SSME ginibd angles ( 6  and 5 .) . Reference 1 specifies 
that the separation systeii? shall lx capable of separating the SRB's from the 
OET if;iec h e  vehicle has the s t g t p  which is shown in Table 1 a s  the design 
i i i i t i d  ccnditicins. The design initid conditions are used 3s the requh-ements 
for design of tile sc?p.oration system. The basis for setting thew kalucs was to 
be able to separate without delay from- all ascent. case; which cciuld complete 
the mission. TG do  is, the lar'gest idividual design initial conditicn var',ables 
were selected from many asceni sirnulatiom that completed the mission uitllout 
regard to the values of the other variables. For example, the largest v a h e  of 
roll rate was selected from all of the ascent simuleticns and the largest vdue  
of pitch rate was selected from al l  of the ascent simulations, but they a r e  not 
necessarily from the same simulation, Consequently, all of the design initial 
condition variables form an envelope above those variables for the ascent simu- 
lations which could complete the mission. The magrutudes of the envelopes a re  
sensitive to the design disturbances ana to the control system configuration. 
zi  fl 
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TABLE 1. SEPAMTIGN INITIAL CONDITIONS 
Parameter 
units psf 
Engine Ne. 
Worst Case 
KO Malfunction 70.1 
Q a P  
deg deg 
3.3 -8.8 I ! 
Design 75 15 
N O E I ~ ~  59.3 0.8 
15 
-12.1 
Control configurations a r e  influenced by loads and performance as well a s  the 
end conditions of tie SRB flight. The latest c h z g e s  in control system design 
have been somewhat detrimental to the achievement of state variable envelopes 
which fi t  within the specified design initial conditions. Some of the ascent 
simulations involving a vehicie in sufficiently ggod condition for miscion com- 
pletion have s h w n  roll rates in excess of 5 deg/s at the nominal separation 
time; however, the probobility of this occurrence is very remote. The vehicle 
has an automatic inhibit lb'hich inhibits separation if any of the following design 
initial condition variables a r e  cxceeded: d p i m i c  piessure, roll rate, pitch 
rate, and yaw rate. When these response variables are all within the design 
initial conditions, the inhibiticn 3s removed. 
6 /a 
Y Z  
P Q R  
The d e s i p  initial condition variables result from some simulations 
which include malfunctiions. A set  of initial conditions was needed to determine 
the capability of the separatioli system in the event one of the BSM's failed to 
fire. Since the design initial canflitions already considered a failure, using 
those initial conditions for the ESM fsilure case would violate the program 
groundrules of not accommodating dwble failures. Rockwell International 
reviewed their ascent runs and designated one case a s  the "worst case no- 
malfunction" (Table 1) which could be used to determine the separation sys- 
tem's capa'bilify with a BSM failure. 
-1.5/ 
-2.4 
7 
-3.6/ +0.6/ 
0.7 0.7 
1 1 1 .  RESULTS 
This study was performed in support of the SRB and ET design activity 
and in support of Johnson Space Center and Rockwell International systems 
activities. Whi le  these results are not official design data, they a r e  intended 
to provide supplemental data for element and system design. 
A. Capability of the Separation System 
The separation system is designed to separate the SRB's under design 
initial conditions (Table 1) without the SRB's colliding with any portion of the 
OET or without contacting each other. These results include "worst case" BSM 
misalignments and minimum performing BSM's. Also, a 0.125 s delay in igni- 
tion of the BSM is used to simulate the worst case BSM ignition delay and thrust 
rise time (Fig. 2). The picture plots of SRB separation with design initial 
conditions a re  shown in Figure 6. Since the movements of the SRB's are not 
continuously out and away from the OET, it is necessary to examine more 
closely those areas of possible contact. The minimum clearances of the for- 
ward attach points a r e  shown in Figure 7. The ignition delay of the BSM's 
allows the clearance at attach points to decrease before increasing. Figure 
8 gives the minimum clearances between the skins of the SRB's and ET and 
between the lower aft s t rut  stub of the ET and the skin of the SRB's. The 
locatioiis of the minimum skin-to-skin clearance are given in Figure 9. These 
locations a re  station numbers in the respective coordinate systems. Although 
some of the clearances are reduced significantly, there is no case of recontact. 
The separation system has been redesigned in the past because the BSM plume 
damaged the insulation on the Orbiter nose. Consequently. the BSM plume angle 
with the Orbiter nose and the distance between the BSM's and the Orbiter nose 
a r e  monitored. Figure 10 shows the results for the design initial conditions. 
The BSM's star t  the thrust decay at  0.875 s; the minimum plume angle at  that 
time is 42 deg on the LSRB. 
SRB's with a BSM failing to fire, it is highly desirable to have that capability. 
Therefore, cases where a BSM failed to fire were run. The forward BSM 
failure was found to be the most critical. The design initial conditions were 
not used because, to have initial conditions as severe as  the design initial con- 
ditions, a failure must have occurred during ascent flight. Therefore, using 
the design initial conditions in conjunction with a BSM failure would constitute 
a double failure which does not need to be accommodated under the Shuttle pro- 
gram ground rules. Thus, the worst-case no-malfunction initial conditions 
(Table 1) were used. The picture plots a r e  shown in Figure 11. The clearances 
a r e  shown in Figures 1 2  and 13, and the location of the mininium skin-to-skin 
Although there is no requirement to separate the 
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clearances is shown in Figure 14. The lower rear strut on the ET comes to 
within 4 in. of the SRB skin before the clearance distance increases. The BSM 
plume angles and distances are given in Figure 15 and show a minimum angle 
of 44 deg at F E R 1  thrust tailoff on the LSRB. 
B. Output Data 
Attach-point motions are given in Figures 16 through 19 for the nominal 
initial conditions (Table 1). These represent the nominally expected motions 
of the SRB side of the interfaces relative to the ET  interfaces. The struts are 
assumed to be rigidly cantilevered from the SRE and ET. Since they have some 
rotational freedom, these relative motions will be somewhat in error.  However, 
it is believed that these figures will be useful in the design of the SRB disconnects. 
Figures 20 through 23 contain the attach-point motions for the design initial 
condition which represent a diverse case from the nominal initial conditions. 
The SRB states at 3 s after separation a re  given in Table 2. These 
states a r e  for  a Vandenburg A i r  Force Base launch. A t  approximately 3 s after 
separation, the aero-interference effects are small and free-stream aero- 
dynamics may be used. The states for  the nominal initial conditions represent 
the nominally expected values where those for the design initial condition 
represent a diverse case. These data may be helpful to those studying the 
recovery of the SRB. 
C. Initial Condition Sensitivity 
Several simulations were made to determine the sensitivity of the separa- 
tion clearances to initial conditions a t  separation. The results a r e  shown in  
Table 3. The dynamic pressure was varied while the initial conditions were the 
design initial conditions. The separation appears to be sensitive to the dynamic 
pressure but, when one considers the severity of the design initial conditions 
and the other parameters listed in the note in Table 3, it is realized that, 
normally, much higher dynamic pressures could be tolerated. Since no impacts 
were encountered a t  the large angles of attack of *30 deg, it was established 
that separation was insensitive to angle of attack alone. 
The separation is sensitive to angle of side slip. Slight increases above 
the design initial condition values resulted i n  impacts. The pitch and roll rates 
a r e  not nearly as  sensitive. The separation is sensitive to the lateral directional 
parameters but is relatively insensitive to the longitudinal parameters and roll 
rates. 
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TABLE 2. SRB CONDITIONS 3 8 AFTER SEPARATION INITIATION 
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~ 
Parameter 
X Position (ft) 
Y Position (ft) 
Z Position (ft) 
X Inertial Vel. (ft/s) 
Y Inertial Vel. (ft/s) 
Z Inertial Vel. (ft/s) 
NomhalIC 1: 
Design IC 
I 
Nominal IC 
EtSRB 
2 10 476 10 
-5770.6 
320597.6 
2165.2 
950.5 
5079.3 
180.68 
-36.85 
-8.24 
-1.1' 
-11.96 
6.49 
26.4891 
-80.1250 
140276 
30.41 
105.06 
LSRB 
21047605 
-5706. S 
320599.1 
2165.3 
959.8 
5079.5 
190.94 
-40.08 
1.93 
3.22 
-8.21 
3.30 
28.4889 
-80.1250 
140271 
30.39 
105.20 
Design IC 
RSHB 
210 47613 
-7315.6 
320910 
2157.9 
449.1 
5181.5 
-179.31 
-51.61 
33.63 
4.01 
-7.94 
-9.36 
28.4933 
-80.1240 
140283 
30.30 
97.39 
LSRB 
21047593 
-7269.9 
320892 
2152.4 
450.8 
5181.5 
-171.43 
-45.40 
37.60 
8.09 
-16.33 
-9.15 
28.4932 
-80.1240 
140263 
30.23 
97.42 
-15 15 5 -2 -2 
TABLE 3. INITIAL CONDITION SENSITIVITIES 
Parameter  
Dynamic Pressure,  
Angle of Attack, (Y 
Angle of Side Slip, p 
Roll Rate, P 
Pitch Rate, Q 
Yaw Rate, R 
No 
Impact 
Value 
90 
f 30 
h15 
i15 
- 13 
i7 
Impact 
Value 
100 
*20 
-15 
*8 
Where 
Impact 
Occurs 
Fwd. 
Attach 
Fwd. 
Attach 
FVing 
Skin- 
to- 
skin 
Comments 
DesignIC, 6 = O  
eng 
Large cv precluded 
further simulations 
Large P precluded 
further simulations 
Less  sensitive to 
+Q 
NOTE: Except a s  noted above, the following is true of each case simulated; 
Q = 75 psf, cv = p = 0 deg, P = Q = R = 0 deg/s, Orbiter engines 
initialized to initial conditions, BSM misalignments of 1 deg roll 
outward and 2 deg pitch toward the SRB centerline, 0.125 s ESM 
ignition delay. 
- 
D. Control Mode Modifications 
The present proqedure for control mode modification is to actively con- 
trol the OET with the Orbiter SShlE's during the separation of the SRB's. 
Sometimes, these control torques cause the OET to rotate toward the SDB's 
thus reducing the clearances. To determine if  the clearances could be increased, 
the SSME's were commanded to null when separation occurred and, 1.5 s after 
separation, the control using these engines was ramped back in. Engine control 
11 
is needed prior to separation to damp out the body rates; therefore, the engines 
should not be at null upon initiating separation. The three cases  of initial con- 
ditions given in Table 1 were used to test the hypothesis. A comparison between 
the nominal engine control cases  and the cases where the SSME engines were 
nulled was made. Table 4 gives the clearance distances for  eight critical points 
between the OET and SRB's. For  the nominal initial conditions, there was no 
significant difference in the two cases but, for the worst-case no-malfunction 
initial conditions, the clearance for the aft lower-strut-to-RSRB-skin was 
greater in the case where the SSME's were nulled. For  the design initial con- 
dition, the case with the SSME's nulled reduced the clearance for the aft lower- 
strut-to-RSRB-skin. With these conflicting results, changes in the OET separa- 
tion procedure are not recommended. Also, Reference 3 points out the short- 
coming of stage 2 control gains for separation. If the control gains are changed, 
it could change the results in this analysis and further investigations would be 
necessary to determine i f  this separation procedure change would be advanta- 
geous. 
I v. CONCLU S IONS 
The separation system has been tested against the severe design initial 
conditions. The separation will be inhibited if the dynamic pressure o r  any of 
the body rates exceed the values of the design initial conditions. Consequently, 
with the cleairnces given in Table 5, the separation system is capable of meeting 
the Shuttle requirements. In addition, the separation system was tested against 
the worst-case no-malfunction initial condition with a BSM out, and the clear- 
ances which a re  given in Table 5 demonstrate that the separation is satisfactory. 
The separation aerodynamics a r e  complicated, and it is difficult and costly to 
perform accurate and sufficient wind tunnel testing. Therefore, some simpli- 
fications have been used at the expense of accurate data. The data uncertainty 
a t  this time is significant and could affect these conclusions. Future wind 
tunnel tests which are planned should reduce this uncertainty. 
The data provided for the initial conditions to SRB recovery studies and 
fo r  the attach-point motion may be used by the ET and SRB interface designers. 
Further data may be obtained by contacting the author. 
The results of the study of the sensitivity to variation of the separation 
initial conditions showed that the separation clearances were sensitive to angle 
of side slip (Table 3). Separation initial condition values of this variable, 
which were only slightly greater than the design initial conditions, caused 
12 
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impacts of he SRB. The other variables were less sensitive. Separation initial 
values sf roll rate and angle of attack that were significantly greater than the 
depign initial condition could be tolerated without an impact. 
The ascent simulations, which included the thrust mismatch of Figure 
A-1 and snubber gimbal limiter of Figure A-2. have resulted in roll rates that 
exceed the design initial conditions. This exceedance would cause the staging 
of the SRB's to be delayed. Since the staging can be performed at roll rates 
greater than the design initial condition values, the staging delays could be 
eliminated by increasing the design initial condition value of the roll rate. Also, 
it was noted in the ascent simulations that, in second-stage contrcl, the roll 
rates would be increased by the Orbiter engine. The cross-coupling of the 
Orb i t e r  engines in trying to control yaw would cause the roll rate to increase. 
This could be corrected by increasing the roll gain and decreasing the yaw gain, 
o r  by simply continuing with first-stage control logic, while in the initial part  
of second-stage flight. 
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Figure 7 .  Separation clearances lx~t\\-ccm SIID'ET forward attach 
structures for design initial conditions. 
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Figure 8. Separation clearances between SRB/ET skin-to-skin md 
rear struts for design initial conditions. 
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Figure 13. Separation clearances between SRB,/ET skin-to-skin and 
rear struts for worst case no-malfunction initial conditions 
with a fonvard B S R I  failed on each SIIB. 
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the ET Systcxm (d i s r cgGrd  t h r  m i n u s  s i g n s ) .  
Figure 14. Axial location of nlininlum skin-to-skin clearance for worst 
case no-malfunction initid conditions m i t h  a forward B S R I  
failed on each SIIB. 
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Figure 16. RSRB forward attach point motion with nominal initial conditions. 
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Figure 17. LSRB forward attach point motion with noniinal initial conditions. 
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Figu? 1:  18. 1iSIin :dt upper strut s tub  motion with novinal initial concbtions. 
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Figure 19, LSRB aft upper strut stub motion with nominal initial conditions. 
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Figure 20. RSRB forward attach point nicition with design initial conditions. 
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Figure 21. LSRB forward attach point motion for design initial conditions. 
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Figure 2 2 .  RSRB aft ~rpper strut stub motion for design initial conditions. 
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Figure 23. LSRB aft upper strut stub motion for design initial conditions. 
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APPENDIX 
COMPUTEk PROGRAM AND AERODYNAMICS DESCRI PTION 
This  appendix desc r ibes  the  computer  p r o g r a m s  used to  m a k e  the  
The techniques of manipulating the  aerodynamic da ta  a r e  
analyses  and def ines  the  aerodynamics which w e r e  used in  these  p r o -  
g r a m s .  
delineated, and a cr i t ique  of the aerodynamics is offered. 
A. Computer  P r g g r a m  Descript ion 
Two computer  p r o g r a m s  a r e  used in  the analysis  of s e p a r a -  
tion: (1) a Shuttle-mated ascent  s imulat ion is used  to evaluate those 
f ac to r s  which affect  separa t ion  of the  SRB and to examine techniques 
which w i l l  improve  the ini t ia l  conditions a t  separa t ion ;  and ( 2 )  a t h i e e -  
body s ix-degree  - of-freedom SRB separa t ion  s imulat ion is used to  evaluate 
the separat ion s y s t e m  capabili ty and to de te rmine  f ac to r s  which will  
imp  rove separat ion.  
1. Shuttle-Mated Ascent Computer  P r o g r a m  
This  p rogram incorpora tes  Configuration 5 mass p rope r t i e s  
and geometry ,  and the control  s>-stem is the  basel ine (control  mode 4) 
sys tem.  
accurately s imula tes  the t ra jec tory  p a r a m e t e r s  so that the  dynamic 
p r e s s u r e  at separa t ion  is of the p rope r  value. 
is a l te red  by winds and malfunctions; the separa t ion  is a l te red  by the 
dynamic p res su re .  The re fo re ,  i t  is important  to have the p r o p e r  
t rz jecto ry  s imulation. 
The p r o g r a m  is or iented to  control  sys t em studies  but a l so  
The dynamic p r e s s u r e  
Special  fea tures  a r e  incorporated into this p r a g r a m  to 
accurately dr-velop the ini t ia l  conditions aL separat ion.  
t h rus t  mi sma tch  of the two SRB's shown in F i g u r e  A-1 was used in  
these  anzlyses.  I t  is one of the p r i m a r y  d is turbances  a t  separat ion.  
The SRB yaw cant caused by the in te rna l  p r e s s u r e  moving the  nozzle 
out of the p r e s s u r e  chamber  was s imulated because it reduced the 
nozzle 's  gimbal capability. The  cants  on each of the SRB's a r e  in  
opposite direct ions causing the fo rces  f rom one SRB t o  oppose those 
of the other .  The  SRB has  a snubber  which supports  the nozzle a t  
wa te r  impact.  
The maximum 
The snubber  is attached to  the  nozzle SO tha t ,  when the  
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nozzle moved Gut of the p re s s i t r e  chamber  during web action t i m e ,  the 
snubber moves  with it;  thus the snubber  does ndt r e s t r i c t  the  nozzle 
gimbaling. 
the nozzle gimbaling as shown in  F igu re  A-2. 
for  the snubber  to contact the  s t ruc tu re  p r i o r  to  w a t e r  impact ,  a soft-  
ware- type vec to r  l i m i t e r  is included in  the  simulation. 
However , during thrus t  decay , the  snubber  does  r e s t r i c t  
Since i t  is uEdesirable 
Since the separa t ion  sequence is initiated when the  SRB 
internal  p r e s s u r e  is  a t  01- below 5C - t 15 psi ,  the p rogram has the 
capability to  s t a r t  the sepa -a t ion  sequence at a p r e s s u r e  of 50 t 15 psi .  
At 0 . 8  seconds later, the SRB nozzles a r e  commanded to null ,  The 
attitude r e fe rence  is changed to momentar i ly  z e r o  the att i tude e r r o r  , 
and the  control  logic changes tcl second s tage  control  logic. 
p rog ram does  not d r o p  the  SRB's a t  staging t ime but continues as though 
the separa t ion  had bezn delayed. 
cf t ime  requir2d t o  delay separa t ion  for those  c a s e s  for which the 
design ini t ia l  conditions a r e  exceeded at  separat ion.  
The ascent  
This  fea ture  allows the determinat ion 
2 .  Three-Body SRB Separation Simulation 
This p r o g r a m  simulates  th ree  bodies ,  each  with six 
It calculates  the aerodynamic fo rces  on all deg rees  of f reedom. 
th ree  bodies vvhich will  be disqussed in  de ta i l  l a t e r .  
all of the cha rac t e r i s t i c s  of a BSM. 
on the SRB's  so that when simulating BSM-out the fo rces  and moments  
will be co r rec t .  
and gives the  minimum c learances .  However,  the specif ic  c l ea rances  
to be checked have to be modeled in detai l  in this routine. At p re sen t ,  
the impact  rcutine gives the c learances  between the following: (1) skin 
o i  the  ET and SRB, ( 2 )  forward attach Gn the SRB and skin of the E T ,  
(5) forward at tach on the E T  and skin of the  SRB, and (4) af t  bottom 
s t ru t  s tub and SRB skin. 
position where  the minimum c lea r snce  exis ts  and is given relat ive 
to the bodies cen te r s  of gravi ty  (c .  g . ) .  
It can s imulate  
Each  BSM is placed separa te ly  
The impact  rou'iine de t e rmines  if the bodies collide 
The impact routine zlso gives the  axial  
The Orb i t e r ' s  insulation is fragi le  and cannot withstand 
impingement f rom a solid rocket motor .  
the insulation and reduce i ts  efficacy during reent ry .  T h e r e f o r e ,  i t  
i s  important to know i f  the  BSM plumes impinge on  the Orbi te r .  
Consequently, the p r o g r a m  plots  the angles  that the forward BSM 
plume center l ines  make  with the line from the BSM nozzle exit to 
The solid ?a r t i c l e s  pene t ra te  
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the  Orbi te r  nose. 
nose is also plotted. 
The dis tance f r o m  the BSM nozzles  t o  the  Orb i t e r  
The forward and aft  c lose- in  a t tach point motions a r e  plotted 
These  da ta  are used by des igne r s  of v e r s u s  axial movement  and t ime.  
the  in te r faces .  Additionally, the end conditions of the  separa t ion  are  
used a s  the ini t ia l  conditions f o r  SRB recovery  s tudies .  
coordination with recovery sys t em ana lys t s ,  a l i s t  of var iab les  which 
would sat isfy the recovery  needs was developed as an  output of the  
p rogram.  
After  s o m e  
B. Aerodynamics - 
The plume-on aerodynamics a re  used in  the computer  p ro -  
g r a m  during BSM thrus t .  
aerodynamics for  the remainir.g port ion of the separa t ion  t ra jec tory .  
The da ta  are  then switched to  the "plume-off" 
1. P lume-on  Aerodynamics 
The "plume-on" aerodynamics have two tables  : OET 
da ta  tables  and r ight  SRB (RSRB) da ta  tables .  
can be used to genera te  the da ta  for  the lef t  SRB (LSRB). 
a r e  interpolated by constructing s t ra ight  l ines  between the appropr ia te  
da t a  points. 
slope formed by the last two da ta  points used f o r  interpolation. 
The  RSRB data  tab les  
All da ta  
When extrapolation is used ,  i t  is pe r fo rmed  by using the 
a. OET - Aerodynamics 
The OET da ta  a r e  looked up v e r s u s  the axial  d i s -  
placement (X)  and the radial  displacement  ( R )  of the nose of the 
individual SRB's ( s e e  F igure  A-3). In s o m e  of the coeff ic ients ,  the 
X-lookup p a r a m e t e r  has  been omit ted,  and the coefficient is looked up 
for  R only. A definition of the coefficients is shown in F igu re  A-4.  
In the  following equations,  the t e r m s  inside the parentheses  a r e  the 
p a r a m e t e r s  used to look up the  coefficients.  
(CA) is a pu re  table lookup, that  is 
The  axial  fo rce  coefficient 
1, R~~~~ + R~~~~ 2 ( 
- 
CAOET - CAOET 
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where  the lookup p a r a m e t e r  is the average rad ia l  ( R )  displacement  of 
the two SRB’s. 
the following 
The  normal  f o r c e  coefficient (CN) is calculated by 
= cv,  (‘RSRB ’ C ~ a O E T  (RLSRB 
a~~~ OET 
cN 
R ~ ~ R B  + R R ~ R B  X~~~~ ’ X ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
2 2 2 
= CN ( 
C N ~ O E T  OOET 
OET ’ a~~~~ (‘RSRB’ x R ~ R B )  a RSRB a a~~~ “N OET NO = c  cNOET 
A blend of the average  of the SRB posit ions with the  posit ions of the 
LSRB and RSRB is used to  look u p  and calculate  t he  OET norma l  f o r c e  
in  o r d e r  to accurately s imula te  the proximity e f iec ts  of the SRB‘S on 
the  OET. The  pitching moment  coefficient is calculated by the s a m e  
p rocedure ,  that  is, 
I ) 
’LSRB +’RSRB 
2 
- R~~~~ + R~~~~ 
- Chio ( 2 C MoOET 
( R ~ ~ ~ ~  ’’RSRB)~RSRB 
a~~~~ 
OET “M 
a C = CM “Ma 
M~~~ OOET OE T 
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The l a t e ra l  direct ional  coefficients a r e  calculated using the s a m e  
method. 
moment  ( C  ) coefficients a r e  obtained a s  follows: 
The s ide  f o r c e  (Cy) , yawing moment  (C,), and roll ing 
I 
A cr i t ique of these  da t a  i s  provided so that the p rope r  qualification of 
the r e su l t s  of this study can be  drawn.  
below: 
The cr i t ique is enumerated 
(1) The coeff ic ients  a r e  a function of insufficient 
p a r a m e t e r s .  
displacement  p a r a m e t e r s ,  the relat ive incident 
angles of the SRB's  t o  the  OET,  and the angle 
of a t tack  and s ide  s l i p  of the  OET. 
They should va ry  v e r s u s  the t h r e e  
(2)  Only RSRB data  w e r e  taken in the wind tunnel 
so that the effects of the LSRB in the p re sence  
of the OET and R S R E  a r e  not known, but the  
effects of the  J-SRB o n  the  OET can be reasonably 
assumed to  be s imi l a r  t o  those of the RSRB. 
( 3 )  Since the  proximity e f fec ts  a r e  not separa ted  
f rom the total  aerodynamic e f fec ts ,  i t  i s  not 
possible  to  de te rmine  the c o r r e c t  coefficients for  
the effects  on the OET due to the LSRB. That i s ,  
in  some  c a s e s  , the proximity e f fec ts  a r e  additive, 
but,  if  the coefficients a r e  added, the isolated 
effect  will  be twice the p rope r  value. Also ,  the 
s ide fo rce  proximity effect tends to cance l  out , 
but, if the coefficients a r e  subt rac ted ,  the 
isolated effect w i l l  be s e t  t o  ze ro .  
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(4) The SSME plumes  tend t o  destabi l ize  the OET. 
These  plumes w e r e  not s imulated in the wind 
tunnel t e s t  and,  consequently,  the OET would 
appear to  be m o r e  s tab le  than it real ly  is. 
b. RSRB Aerodynamics 
These  coefficients a r e  lookup v e r s u s  the s a m e  
The axial  force  p a r a m e t e r s  as those  f o r  the  OET ( see  F igu re  8) .  
coefficient ( CA) is obtained by 
which is s imply a table  lookup for  the rad ia l  displacement .  
force (CN) and pitching moment  (C,) coefficients a r e  obtained by 
The no rma l  
) cN ( R ~ ~ ~ ~ )  a OET ( R ~ ~ ~ ~  S ~ R S R B  %SRB C ~ ~ R S R B  
- 
a OET 
The s ide  force  ( C y )  and the yawing moment  (G,) ccefficients a r e  ca l -  
culated as  follows: 
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P- -. 
(RRSRB) + CY ( R ~ ~ ~ B )  ' 
B~~~~ B~~~~ 
B~~~ 
B 
R S R B  
( R ~ ~ ~ ~ )  ' OET = c  (X RSRB' 'RSRB 1 + C n  
RSRB ' OET RSRB "0 C n  
was  set to  zero .  
(1) 
The  ro l l  moment  was a s sumed  to  be small SO that  the coefficient (CJ ) 
The following is a cr i t ique of these  data:  
These  coefficients a r e  a :unction of insufficient 
p a r a m e t e r s .  
d i sp lacement  p a r a m e t e r s ,  the relat ive incident 
angles  of the F"B to O E T ,  and the angle of a t tack 
and s ide  s l i p  01 the  OET. 
They should v a r y  v e r s u s  the th ree  
C .  
Since the  RSRB da ta  w e r e  measu red  in the wind 
tunnel ,  the da ta  for  the R S R B  should be fair ly  
represea ta t ive .  
The  ro l l  moment  will  not be z e r o ,  so  the re  i s  some  
e r r o r  in set t ing the coefficient t o  zero.  
LSRB Aerodynamics 
The  LSRB aerodynamics  a r e  der ived  f rom the R S R B  
da ta  s ince  the re  was  no  LSRB in  the wind tunnel tes t .  
fo r  the longitudinal coeffi( ' ients of the LSRB are the same as  for  RSRB 
except ,  of c o u r s e ,  the look. p a r a m e t e r s  and a a r c  fo r  the LSRB. 
Since no rol l  moment  da t a  exls t  f o r  the RSRB, the LSRB m u s t  a l s o  
be assumed to  be ze ro .  
Thc, equations 
The  s idc  forcc. and yawing inoiiicnt coefficients 
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change s o m e  of the s igns in  the equations to account for  the LSRB 
being on the opposite s ide  of the OET f r o m  the RSRB ( s ince  only RSRB 
data  ex i s t s ) ,  that is 
r 1 
The in te rcept  value in these  two equations should r ep resen t  pure  proximity 
effects s ince  the isolated cy is normal ly  z e r o  for  ~ L S R B  
sequent ly ,  the proximity e f fec ts  should be opposite s igns  for the  L S R 3  
v e r s u s  the RSRB. 
tions does  not change s ign because,  assuming that the RSRB i s  on the  
windward s ide ,  then LSRB is on the leeward  s ide.  T h e r e f o r e ,  the s ign 
of 8 OET m u s t  be changed to make  the RSRB slope appear  to  be on the 
leeward side.  
s ign of the resu l t s  m u s t  be changed to  r ep resen t  a LSRB with a -+ BoET, 
which is the s a m e  as no s ign change. 
for  the  third coefficient (C. 
isolated effects. The  remaining coefficient (C ) changes 
= 0. Con- 
The  second coefficient ( C  ) of the  two equa- 
i B ~ ~ ~  
Since the resu l t s  r ep resen t  a RSRB with a - B O E T ,  the 
No  change in s ign i s  necessa ry  
) s ince  the t e r m  rep resen t s  p r i m a r i l y  
BSRB 
'SRB 
'OET 
sign because the r a t e  of change of C for the LSRB with r e spec t  
'SRB 
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to 
the LSRB plume-on aerodynamics  i s  as follows: 
B OET ih in the opposite direct ion f rom thc RSRB. Thc cr i t ique uf  
(1) These  coefficients a r e  a function of insufficient 
p a r a m e t e r s .  They should vary v e r s u s  the chree 
displacement  p a r a m e t e r s ,  tbe re la t ive  incident 
angles  of the SRB to OET and the angle of a t tack 
and s ide s l ip  of the  OET. 
( 2 )  The ro l l  monient wil l  not be z e r o ,  so t he re  i s  some  
e r r o r  in sett ing the coefficient to  ze ro .  
( 3 )  The longitudinal coefficients should be  r e p  res  cntat ivc 
s ince  effects should be the s a m e  on the LSRB and 
RSRB. 
2. Plume-of f  Aeradynaniics 
The plume-off aerodynamics  have eight tab les :  two isblatcd 
aerodynamic tables  (SRE and OET)  , two proximity intercept  tables  
(RSRB and O E T ) ,  and four proximity slope tables  ( s lopes  f o r  total  and 
isolated coefficients fo r  both RSRB and OET).  
calculat ions,  the isolated slope data  < i re  subtracted f rom the total  coef- 
i icients SO that the resu l t s  will  r cp resen t  pu re  p r rx imi ty  effects.  Likt. 
the  plume-on aerodynamics ,  a l l  interpolations and extrapolations arc’ 
pc fo rmed  l inear ly .  
In the  proximity slope 
a. - OET Aerodynamics 
The  plume-off OET aerodynamics  a r e  compr lscd  of 
The  proximity interccspt d7ta a r e  s torcd  in  tables  and 
B o E T ,  X ,  Y and Z whcrc  the X ,  ’1’ and Z a r c  SRB nvsc 
th ree  p a r t s :  proximity intercept  d a t a ,  proximity slopcl da ta  and 
isolated data.  
looked up  for  the following five var iab les :  CL = a SRB - a Q E T ,  
8 = B S R ~ ,  - 
disp lacements  f r o m  the init ial  posit icn.  
for  ~ O E T  = 0 and 
extrapLl.I!e these  da t a  for  the OET at 0 and e .  T h c s s c b  slopcx d a t a  a r c  
only a funLtion of the Z-displacement .  The  isolated acrodynnmics a r c  
combined with the proximity da ta  3s follows: 
S i r ce  thc intercept  da ta  nrr 
B OET = 0 ,  the proximity slope data arch u s i d  t o  
where 
i- A8 RSRB LSRB 
2 
+ Aa 
RSRB LSRB 
2 ' 2cPROX a =o ("" 
X RSRB tX LSRB Y RSRD +Y LSRB z RSRBtZLSRB)l/q 
2 2 2 
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+ 2 C T a  ( ZRSRBtzLSR13)] 2 /. . 
OET 
The Coefficients a r e  s tored  in  the OET aerodynamic da ta  a r r a y  as 
though the  SRB's  a r e  symmetr ica l ly  located about the OET. Con- 
sequently,  f o r  the intercept  ( C p ~ o x  ) ,  Cy, C n ,  and CJ a r e  a l l  
a =o 
8 = O  
a r e  looked up for the five var iab les .  zero  and only CA, CN and ch/l 
However, an extrapolation is made f o r  a l l  of the coefficients. 
coefficients CT and CT a r e  the total  coefficients which a r e  
measu red  on the OET in the presence  of the SIIB's. 
f ic ients ,  CISOL and CISOL , a r e  subtra- ted f rom the total  
coefficient to  reduce the da t a  to pure  proximity data.  
coefficient ( C p ~ o x  ) r ep resen t s  pure  proximitlr da'a. The data  
The  
OE T 'OE T 
'OE T B~~~ 
a 
The isolated coef- 
The intercept  
a=O 
0=0 
a r e  used in the  pure  proximit)- f o r m  so that the right-hand da ta  can be 
osed f o r  the left-hand da ta  by the appropriate  sign changes.  
SGK aOET] 
ficient i s  looked up for  the sign on a and 8 .  The sign of 8 causes  some 
of the coefficients to change sign but does  not affect the magnitude,  
whiie the sign c f  a causes  some of the coefficients to  change magnitude 
but does not affect the  sign. 
and SGK [80ET] a r e  used to indicate that the coef-  I: 
The cr i t ique of  t hese  da ta  i s  a s  follows: 
(1) The da ta  a s sume  symmetr ica l ly  located SRB's .  
In many of the  seFara t ions ,  the S R B ' s  a r e  not 
symmet r i ca l .  Attempts were  made to make  up 
fo r  this lack of  symmet ry  ( a s  shown in the l a t t e r  
two equations) but this was  only an approximation. 
The proximity data w e r e  l inear ly  extrapolxted for  
a and 3 ,  and i t  i s  highly improbable  that the 
proximity da ta  a r e  l inear .  
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( 3 )  The SSME plumes  w e r e  not s imula ted  in  the wind 
tunnel tests. T h e s e  p lumes  tend to des tab i l ize  
the OET; consequent ly ,  the  OET Appears m o r e  
s t ab le  than it rea l ly  is. 
b. SRB Aerodvnamics  
The plume-off da t a  for the  SRB’s a r e  s i m i l a r  t o  
the OET. The  equation for the  RSRB coefficient is 
8 =o 
- VY A- 
BOET 
6 
RSRB + c ~ ~ ~ ~ g  RSRB RSRB- 
a 
+ %SOL a 
+ C ~ ~ ~ ~ R S R B  a =O RSRB 
The proximity in te rcept  coefficient ( C p ~ o x  ),which is looked u p  
a =o 
8 =O 
fo r  the five var iab les ,  e x i s t s  for  the following five coefficient ca lcu la-  
t ions : Also ,  only these  s a m e  coefficients are  
extrapolated f o r  ~ O E T  and B OET at some  value o ther  than ze ro .  It 
is a s sumed  that for  proximity effects CA and Cg a r e  z e r o  f o r  Lhe 
SRB’s. The  isolated da t a  a r e  co t  looked up  but a r e  s ingle-valued,  
and da ta  ex is t  f o r  only the s a m e  coefficients;  that  i s ,  C N ,  C M ,  cy 
and Cn. 
fo rce  coefficient is calculated as follows : 
CN, CM, C y ,  Cn 
F o r  the isolated d a t a ,  C j  is a s sumed  zero ,  but the axial  
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where  
The  LSRB equations a r e  the  s a m e  as those  f o r  t he  RSRB with the  
except ions noted in th i s  paragraph .  
proximity e f fec ts ,  c e r t a i n  manipulations a r e  r equ i r ed  t o  make  RSRB 
da ta  appropr i a t e  fo r  t he  LSRB. 
Only RSRB da ta  exist .  For the  
The  isolated da t a  r e q u i r e  no a l te ra t ions .  
The proximi ty  in te rcept  da t a  (CpRox ) a r e  looked up  f o r  the  five 
a =O 
B =O 
LSRB p a r a m e t e r s ,  but the s ign  of t he  LSRB's A B  
because  the  definition of kt3 c a u s e s  the s ign  of A B  to be  different  f o r  a 
s y m m e t r i c  case .  
m u s t  be  changed 
Af ter  the  da t a  have been looked up  fo r  (Cp~ox  ) ,  
a =O 
B =o 
the  s ign  of the  C y  and C, 
the  proximi ty  e f f e c t s ,  the l a t e ra l -d i r ec t iona l  d a t a  a r e  i n  opposi te  d i r e c -  
t ions for the  LSRB. The  s ign of 
coef f ic ien ts  of the LSRB i n  the  proximi ty  extrapolat ion equations so 
that the RSRB data  will be appropr ia te  f o r  the  LSRB. 
coeff ic ients  m u s t  be changed because ,  f o r  
B O E T  m u s t  be changed for all of t he  
The  critique of the  SRB plume-off aerodynamics  is given 
below : 
(1) The proximity da t a  w e r e  l inear ly  ex t rapola ted  f o r  a 
and 6 and it  is highly improbable  that t hese  da t a  
a r e  l i nea r .  
(2)  The ro l l  moment  and axial  force  on the  SRB's  due to  
proximity e f fec ts  will  be s m a l l  but probably not z e r o  
as was a s sumed  here in .  
( 3) The ro l l  moment  was a l so  assumed ze ro  f o r  the 
isolated da ta .  T h e r e  should be s o m e  r o l l  moment  
on the SRB ' s .  
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CHAMBER PRESSURE (psi) 
Figure A-2. SRB gimbal limit to prevent snubber contact. 
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Figure A-3. Plume-on aerodynamics lookup variables. 
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NOT€: 
EDENOTES VECTOR AERODVNAMIC COEFFICIENT 
+CM IMPLIES NOSE UP 
+C, IMPLIES NOSE RIGHT 
CA IS INTO THE PAPER 
Figure A-4. Aerodynamic coefficient definition. 
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